
1. The sentences below need punctuation and capital letters. 
Rewrite, adding the correct punctuation and capital letters to 
the sentences.

a. stop that thief he took my bag help help a woman cried
____________________________________________________

b. take that she said that will teach you to take peoples bags
____________________________________________________

c. over there cried a platypus i saw the dingo thief run over there
____________________________________________________

2. Change the f to v and add es or s.

thief knife wife life
______ ______ ______ ______

3. Write two sentences. In one sentence, use a singular word from 
the top line and in the other sentence, use a plural word from the
bottom line.
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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1. Cut out the sentences and glue them in the right order.

He tied the dingo thief up.

He’s got my bag.

Carla jumped out from behind the bush.

I’m going to town today.

I’ll get a new dress the next time I go to town.

2. Draw Carla hitting the dingo on the head with her handbag.
Write a caption.
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1. Complete using alliteration.

Carla Crocodile
______________ Penguin _____________ Koala
______________ Dingo _____________ Platypus
______________ Seal _____________ Walrus

2. Write the words in the order they appear in the story.

TV 1. ___________________
train station 2. ___________________
river 3. ___________________ 
big bush 4. ___________________
home 5. ___________________
bridge 6. ___________________
hill 7. ___________________
park 8. ___________________

3. Rewrite the words with the letters in the right order.

reclciodo ____________________
atsnoti ____________________
mwaon ____________________                  
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